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Abstract Falling after a gait perturbation is a major

problem for elderly people. The goal of this paper is to

model some mechanical limitations of the recovery strat-

egies performed after a trip or stumble, such as elevating or

lowering strategies. A biomechanical model of the recov-

ery was used to interpret stumbling data measured on

healthy young and elder participants. The experiments

consisted of simulating a stumble by blocking the swing

leg, while the subject was walking on a treadmill. The

motion and the vertical ground reaction forces were

recorded to calculate the inverse dynamics. It is hypothe-

sized that the stumble recovery depends on the ability to

control the trunk. In the elevating strategy, the swing foot

lands ahead of the body center of mass (COM) and the

trunk flexion torque can be compensated. In the lowering

strategy, with a shorter step, the trunk flexion cannot be

arrested without the application of antero-posterior hori-

zontal ground reaction forces. This action accelerates for-

wardly the COM, thus requiring quick successive recovery

steps to place the foot ahead of the COM. If the recovery

step is too slow, it is impossible to arrest trunk flexion and

a fall would occur. The model and experimental data

suggest that step length and speed after stumbling limit the

recovery. Further research on screening protocols of max-

imal step speed is advised to evaluate the risk of falling in

the elderly.

Keywords Gait � Falls � Stumble � Recovery strategy �
Trip � Gait control

1 Introduction

The consequences of the fall are one of the most serious

problems for elderly people. Most of these falls occur when

the subject cannot recover from a perturbation during gait,

such as a slip or a trip [1]. Stumbling, in which the

swinging leg strikes an obstacle, was reported as a major

contributor to falls causing up to 38 % hip fractures in

elderly people. Several experiments have measured the

stumble reaction during gait and described three recovery

strategies according to the behavior of the perturbed

(swinging) leg [2–5]. The choice of strategy depended on

the perturbation instant and its duration: (a) elevating

strategy that consists of an elevation of the swing limb to

clear the obstacle and that occurs more frequently as a

response to early swing perturbations, (b) lowering strategy

that consists of bringing the foot to the ground as quickly as

possible and that appears as a response to mid or late swing

perturbations, (c) delayed lowering strategy in which the

subject first tries an elevating strategy and then switches to
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a lowering one, occurring typically in perturbations during

early swing with long duration [6]. However, the descrip-

tion of the recovery strategies does not answer the ques-

tion: why did the fall occur?

Several factors have been empirically associated with

the success of the recovery: (a) to perform a quick appro-

priate reaction, (b) to control the forward rotation of the

trunk [7], (c) to execute a step of sufficient length [8, 9],

(d) the ability of the stance limb to support the body during

the perturbation and after touchdown of the tripped leg,

(e) to provide sufficient hip height during double stance to

execute a follow-through step [10]. Three types of falls

were described by Pavol et al. [10]. One type occurred

during the execution of an elevating recovery strategy and

it was associated with a faster walking speed followed by

an excessive lumbar flexion. The other two types occurred

during the lowering strategies and were named during-step

and after-step falls. The during-step fall was associated

with a faster walking speed and a delay in the stepping

response. The after-step falls were related to a more ante-

rior position of the center of mass (COM) at the instant of

the trip followed by an excessive flexion of the trunk and

buckling of the recovery limb. However, this experimental

work lacked a biomechanical model to explain the rela-

tionship between the variables. The factors that affect the

lowering strategy from a stumble in the elderly were ana-

lyzed with a model combined with experimental data [11].

It was concluded that the angle between the ankle joint and

the body COM at the foot contact instant after the trip

(body tilt angle) was a good indicator of the recovery

success within the perturbed step. In addition, it was shown

that the time of response had a larger impact on the body

tilt angle than the gait speed. However, the tilt angle did

not predict falls that occurred in the subsequent recovery

steps, suggesting that other mechanisms influence the

recovery. One of these mechanisms could be the control of

angular momentum of the body after the trip [12].

This paper analyzes the mechanical limitations of the

recovery strategies after a stumble using a biomechanical

model that explains the role of the external forces on the

control of the trunk and gait stability [13]. The model is

used to analyze measured data from experimentally

induced recovery reactions. It is hypothesized, as proposed

by other authors, that the recovery from a gait perturbation

can be described as an effort to control the forward flexion

torque on the trunk [8, 10, 12]. This hypothesis is evaluated

in terms of the mechanical limitations in the trunk control

resulting from the application of ground reaction forces. It

has been shown that a lowering strategy resulted in a

shorter step and then a reduced ability to control the trunk

during double stance [13]. The hip kinematics, ground

reaction forces (GRF) and centers of pressure (CoP)

depend on the step length, which limits the maximal trunk

moments. Considering that the different recovery strategies

result in distinct combinations of step lengths, hip positions

and trunk angles, each strategy imposes certain limitations

for the recovery.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Model of the double stance after a stumble

A three-link model in the sagittal plane (see Fig. 1b) was

used to model the subjects during the double-stance phase

of gait [13]. It was shown experimentally that most of the

energy exchange in the recovery reaction occurred during

double stance [14]. The model presented here is inspired by

previous models of gait, such as the simplest walker [15]

and the simplest walker with trunk [13, 16]. During double

stance, both legs are fully extended on the ground and it

can be assumed that the acceleration of the legs is negli-

gible and that there is no knee motion. Therefore, both legs

can be regarded as rigid links between the respective

centers of pressure on the ground and the hip joint. This

model relates the hip moment Mz
hip (Eq. 1) that controls the

trunk upright as an inverted pendulum to the positions of

the hip relative to the CoP under each foot (trailing, right:

xCoPR; leading, left: xCoPL) during double stance (Eq. 2):

Mz
hip ¼ ðICT þ a2

T � mTÞ � €hT þ mT � aT

� ð€yhip þ gÞ � cos hT � €xhip � sin hT

� �
ð1Þ

Mz
hip ¼ Fx

gR � yhip þ Fx
gL � yhip � F

y
gR � ðxhip � xCoPRÞ

þ F
y
gL � ðxCoPL � xhipÞ þ mL � g

� ðbR � cos hR þ bL � cos hLÞ ð2Þ

The variables in this equation are, as described in

Fig. 1b:

– CoPR and CoPL: center of pressure under trailing

(right) and leading (left) legs;

– mT, mL, masses, respectively, of the head–arms–trunk

and the leg;

– ICT inertia moment of the head–arms–trunk with

respect to the center of mass;

– aT, bR and bL are the distances between the hip joint

and, in that order, the center of mass (COM) of the load

cell, ms and trunk, right leg and left leg, respectively;

– LR, LL lengths of the modeled legs between the hip

joint and the CoP of each foot;

– xhip, yhip are the hip joint positions in antero-posterior

(A-P) and vertical directions, respectively;

– xCoPR, xCoPL are the positions of the CoP under right

(trailing) and left (leading) foot;

– Fx
gR, F

y
gR and Fx

gL, F
y
gL horizontal (A-P) and vertical

GRF, correspondingly, on trailing and leading CoP;
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– hT, hR, hL segment angles of the trunk, right (trailing)

and left (leading) leg, respectively with respect to the

horizontal.

When the hip is between the centers of pressure (normal

walking) the vertical forces on the leading and the trailing

limbs contribute, respectively, to net extensor and flexor

moments at the hip, allowing the control of trunk moments.

If the hip is ahead of the leading CoP, e.g., during a per-

turbation, the vertical GRF cannot contribute to an extensor

moment at the hip, and the trunk might fall forward. Any

extensor moment at the trunk results in a forward accel-

eration of the hip (Eq. 2).

2.2 Experiments

Four healthy young and two healthy elderly male volun-

teers participated in the stumbling experiments wearing

their own rubber-soled laced shoes (see Tables 1, 2). All of

them walked normally on a treadmill after a maximum of

10 min of practice. No participant reported neurological or

musculo-skeletal problems, joint replacements, cardiac or

vestibular problems, recent injuries or history of falls. The

experimental protocol was approved by the medical ethical

committee of the local rehabilitation hospital.

2.2.1 Apparatus

The stumble perturbation was applied during treadmill

walking and it was applied by blocking a rope attached to

the left ankle, thus obstructing the forward swing of the leg

(Fig. 1a). The rope was blocked with a brake. The brake

was actuated by a pneumatic cylinder (AH-35-50, Festo)

and it was equipped with a load cell (LM-20KA, Kyowa) to

measure the perturbation force. The experimenter selected

the perturbation instant (early, mid, late swing) in a Lab-

view real-time program (National Instruments) that moni-

tored the heel contacts with a force-sensitive resistor and

triggered the pneumatic cylinder. The foot contacts were

measured at 1 kHz by means of two footswitches on the

foot sole at the heel and the head of the fifth metatarsal

bone in both feet. The contacts were used to control the

correct instant with respect to the gait cycle to block the

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 a Drawing of the

experimental setup to induce

stumbling reactions on a

treadmill. b Three-link model

used for the recovery (see text):

aT, bR and bL represent the

distances between the hip joint

and, respectively, the COM of

the trunk, right and left legs.

xhip, yhip are the hip joint

positions. Fx
gR, F

y
gR and Fx

gL, F
y
gL

are the horizontal and vertical

GRF, respectively, on right and

left CoP and hT, hR and hL

represent the segment angles of

the trunk, right and left leg,

respectively with respect to the

horizontal
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rope. A chest harness attached by a dynamic rope to a

frame prevented the subject from falling. The rope was

loose while the participant walked; if the subject fell

leaning on the harness, the rope became tensed and the

subject could not continue walking. In the experiments

with the elderly, a load cell (STS50KGC2, Sun Scale Inc.)

placed in series with the safety rope measured if the subject

was leaning on the rope. When the force reached 15 % or

exceeded 10 % of the body weight within three recovery

strides, the trial was discarded as a rope-assisted recovery.

2.2.2 Experimental protocol

The perturbation onsets were aligned at early swing with

short (250 ms) or long (450 ms) durations and at mid and

late swing only with short durations. The perturbation order

and the time between them were random. The subject was

continuously walking on the treadmill without knowing if a

perturbation was going to occur.

The reference walking speed was 1.1 m/s and it was

reduced when the subject could not walk comfortably. If a

participant fell (leaning on the harness) up to five consecutive

times due to the perturbations, the speed was reduced in sub-

sequent trials until the subject was able to recover. If the par-

ticipant recovered more than five times at a lower gait velocity,

the treadmill speed was increased again up to the reference or

to the maximal speed at which the subject could recover.

2.2.3 Measurements

The motion of the body was measured at 50 Hz by means

of a five-camera optical system (VICON 370. Oxford

Metrics, UK). The VICON optical measurement system

used five cameras with infrared light-emitting diode strobes

to record the three-dimensional trajectories of retro-

reflective markers placed at specific anatomical locations

(modified Helen Hayes’ protocol described in [17]). The

same steps were recorded at 50 Hz with instrumented

insoles Pedar� (Novel, gmbh). These insoles consist of an

array of pressure sensors that can be placed inside the user

shoes. With the motion data, the vertical GRF and the CoP,

the complete three-dimensional GRF were estimated fol-

lowing optimization procedures described elsewhere [17–

19].

2.3 Data analysis

The foot contact times were obtained from the vertical

GRF measured with the insoles. The distance between both

centers of pressure (CoP) at heel strike defined the step

length and the step time was the interval between consec-

utive heel strikes of different limbs. The step speed was

defined as the ratio of step length and time. The recovery

strategies were clustered in three groups according to the

normalized step length and time (K-means clusters, SPSS

Inc.). The elevating strategies resulted in normal gait steps

lengths with longer durations, while the delayed lowering

ones had shorter steps.

The lowering strategies had shorter step length and time

(Fig. 2b), in agreement with previous research [3–5].

The hip margins are the distances between the hip joint

and both CoP (XCoPR and XCoPL) in the antero-posterior

(A-P) direction at heel strike and describe, according to the

model, the boundaries of the possible hip torques. The

body tilt was defined by the angle between the vertical and

the line joining the estimated position of the CoM (trunk)

Table 1 Healthy young subject characteristics and recovery strategy chosen

Subject Height (cm) Weight (kg) Age (years) Elevating Lowering Delayed lowering Fall

A 167 84 28 2 4 1 1

B 183 80 40 2 4 3

C 181 67 22 2 4 7

D 181 83 24 6 1

Total 6 18 12 1

Table 2 Healthy elderly subject characteristics and recovery strategy chosen

Subject Height (cm) Weight (kg) Age (years) Gait speed (m/s) Elevating Lowering Fall

E 172 86 70 1.1 (initial) 5

0.86 2 1

1 1 2

1.1 (final) 1 2

F 179 82 77 0.56 2 3

Total 4 9 6
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and the center of pressure of the leading (left) limb (XCoPL)

at hsL after the perturbation (Fig. 2a). The complete GRF,

joint angles, hip positions and the CoPs at heel strike and

toe off were retained for further analysis.

3 Results

The young volunteers walked on the treadmill at 1.1 m/s.

One subject fell at the first perturbation.

For the eldest participant, the maximal gait speed was

0.56 m/s and no fall occurred. The other elder participant

walked normally at 1.1 m/s. However, he could not recover

from perturbations, and after five falls the speed was

reduced to 0.86 m/s. After five recoveries in each condi-

tion, the speed was increased to 1 m/s and finally to 1.1 m/

s because the subject did not fall again. The classification

of strategies as a function of the step length and time

resulted in Fig. 2b.

3.1 Analysis of the perturbed stride and the body tilt

The hip position relative to XCoPR (stance limb) was more

advanced after the perturbation for delayed and lowering

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 a Stick diagram

representation of the

perturbation and possible

recovery reactions. With the

elevating strategy, the swing leg

(XCoPL) lands in front of the

COM, resulting in a negative

body tilt angle, a normal step

length and prolonged step time.

With the lowering and delayed

lowering strategy, the swing leg

lands behind the COM, resulting

in a positive body tilt angle, a

short step length and a

shortened (lowering) or

prolonged (delayed lowering)

step time. b Perturbed left step

length (distance between CoP at

heel strike, left) and step time

(time from the heel strike, right,

to the next heel strike, left) with

the corresponding classification

according to the strategy at

1.1 m/s. The normal gait

reference values (no Pert) are

included in the graph
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strategies than for the elevating strategy in the experiments

with healthy young (Fig. 3).

The hip margins in the elevating strategies and normal

gait were similar. However, the hip margins decreased for

the lowering and delayed lowering strategies, leading to

different combinations during double stance. In most of the

cases, the landing occurs with the hip between both CoP

(Fig. 3). It was expected that if the hip was ahead of both

XCoPL and XCoPR a fall would result. The recoveries in this

situation occurred at a lower walking speed. However,

when the hip was behind the trailing leg XCoPR (stance

limb) at hsL, there was always a fall.

The dashed line in Fig. 3 shows the line in which both

centers of pressure are at the same antero-posterior posi-

tion. This line discriminates between the falls and the non-

falling cases for the higher speed (1.1 m/s), because the

few cases in which the subject recovered above this line

were measured at lower speed.

The body tilt angle at heel strike after the perturbed swing

(Fig. 4) showed remarkable differences between strategies

suggesting that it had an important role in the recovery.

In most of the falls, the body tilt value exceeded 10�
(Fig. 4). The two recoveries with tilt angles larger than 10�
corresponded to a lower walking speed (1 m/s). The body

tilt angle and the step velocity were highly correlated

(R = 0.965).

3.2 Horizontal ground reaction forces

At the end of the double stance after the perturbation (toR:

right toe off), a linear relation between the positions of the

hip with respect to the CoPL and the A-P ground reaction

forces (GRF) was discovered (R = 0.758 in Fig. 5). For

normal walking and elevating strategies, the A-P GRF were

negative, but their values increased as the hip margins

decreased, reaching positive values for small hip margins

(Fig. 5).

The horizontal ground reaction forces reached positive

(forward) values when the hip was ahead of CoPL. With

the hip ahead of both CoPL and CoPR, the horizontal GRF

under each foot should be positive, resulting from an

extensor hip moment.

Fig. 3 Hip positions with respect to the leading (left: CoPL) and

trailing (right: CoPR) limbs at the heel strike, left, after the

perturbation. As a reference, the normal gait values (no Pert) are

included: COM in front of CoPR (positive values) and trailing CoPL

(negative values). In the elevating strategy and most of the delayed

lowering cases, the normal situation is restored. In the lowering

strategy, the COM is ahead of CoPR and CoPL, necessitating a quick

second step, but often resulting in a forward fall. If the COM remains

behind the CoPR, a backward fall is unavoidable. The results are

classified by strategy with a distinction between elderly (E) and young

(Y). Only the trials measured at speed higher than 0.8 m/s have been

included. The dashed line shows the line in which both CoPR and

CoPL are at the same antero-posterior position. The stick diagrams

represent the two most representative body configurations in the

corresponding hip margin space
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4 Discussion

This paper underscores the major role of the GRF in con-

trolling the trunk during gait. This role is shown with the

model and confirmed with the gait perturbation experi-

mental results. One of the consequences of a trip or

stumble during gait was the reduction of the recovery step

length, revealing the impossibility of controlling the trunk

flexion–extension without horizontal GRF. These forces

accelerate forward the body COM that would require a

quicker step to recover balance. It has been reported that

the control of the trunk was crucial in the recovery from a

stumble; however, it was also found that the trunk extensor

muscles did not affect recovery performance [7]. These

contradictory results could be explained because feet

placement restricts the trunk control more than trunk

Fig. 4 Body tilt angle versus

velocity of the perturbed step:

lower step velocities result in

positive body tilt angles. The

results are classified by strategy

with a distinction between

elderly (E) and young (Y). Only

the trials measured with gait

speed higher than 0.8 m/s were

included. The regression line

(predicted values of body tilt)

and the correlation coefficient

R are also included. The linear

model obtained was: body

tilt = -20.5 9 step

velocity ? 4.8

Fig. 5 Scatter plot of the hip

position with respect to the

leading limb (CoPL) and the

total horizontal GRF at the end

of the double stance after the

perturbation (toR). The

responses are classified

according to the strategy with a

distinction between elderly

(E) and young (Y). Only the

trials with a gait speed higher

than 0.8 m/s were included.

Normal walking (no Pert) and

the falling cases (fall) are also

included. The regression line

(predicted values of total

horizontal GRF at toR) and the

correlation coefficient R are also

included. The linear model

obtained had a slope of 575.201

with a constant of 48.387. Two

outliers with horizontal forces

larger than 400 N were removed

from the graph
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extensor musculature. The step legth limits the maximal

trunk torques, independently of other possible limitations

such as maximal muscle forces, lower limb strength and

arm coordination that were proven significant factors in the

recovery [12, 13, 20–22].

The individual strategies to recover from a stumble have

been analyzed with a model and experimental stumbling

data. In the elevation strategy, a normal gait step length

was obtained with a prolonged step time (Fig. 2b), result-

ing in the swing foot landing in front of the hip joint

centers (Fig. 3). In such case, a hip extension moment can

be generated and a full recovery is achieved within one

step. In the lowering and delayed lowering strategies, the

foot lands behind the hip joint center and the COM. To

obtain an extensor moment in the trunk, a positive hori-

zontal GRF is required (Eq. 2; Fig. 5), accelerating for-

ward the body COM and requiring fast subsequent steps to

catch up. If these are not fast enough, a fall will occur.

According to the model (Eq. 2), the limits for maximal

hip torques are very narrow for short step lengths (lowering

strategy) and the horizontal forces come into play to gen-

erate trunk extension moment (Fig. 5). However, too large

horizontal forces would accelerate the body COM requir-

ing a subsequent step quick enough to recover.

The model presented here has some simplifications that

have to be considered. From a mechanical point of view, it

is a bi-dimensional model, so it is not possible to compute

any other torques than the flexo-extension (sagittal plane).

The data measured experimentally were three dimensional

and the complete forces and moments were computed at

each joint, as described in [19]. However, the step behavior

explained by the model agrees with the found experimental

data; therefore, it was chosen to keep the model as simple

as possible. Nevertheless, it would be very interesting to

include a three-dimensional mechanical model in a future

work. Another limitation of the model is the assumption

that the legs are fully extended and behave like rigid

bodies, thus, neglecting knee flexion. Although the knee

joint behaves like a high stiffness spring during stance [23],

it has been shown that a model with compliant leg behavior

can reproduce better the stance dynamics [24]. Such a

model would introduce additional complexity that is not

needed to support the conclusions of this paper. Never-

theless, including a compliant leg would be a natural

extension of this work to obtain further insight into the gait

perturbation recovery limitations.

4.1 Interpretation of the experimental results

The kinematics of the observed recovery responses of these

six subjects agree with previous experiments that measured

similar tripping and stumbling perturbations during gait

[2–5, 12]. In this respect, although the experimental sample

was not large it can be regarded as adequate to assess the

model [13].

The horizontal GRF increased with the hip margin

reduction with respect to XCoPL as predicted in Eq. 2

(Fig. 5). This original finding suggests an important aspect

in the control of gait. The horizontal GRF are minimized,

probably to avoid unnecessary accelerations of the body

COM that might cause an energetically inefficient gait.

Nevertheless, stability requirements overrule this energetic

requirement, as shown in Fig. 5; if the step was too short,

larger horizontal GRF appear to arrest the trunk forward

flexion, in agreement with the model. In addition, this

mechanism has also been described experimentally when

subjects had to shorten their step during gait [25].

Several recovery steps from early swing perturbations in

the elderly were unsuccessful and resulted in a fall. These

steps had a negative length and the hip was ahead of the

XCoPL, indicating that the foot was placed on the ground

before overtaking the stance leg at mid-swing. This situa-

tion did not occur with the younger subjects because they

performed elevating strategies for early swing perturba-

tions [3]. In this strategy, the support limb must provide

time and clearance for adequate recovery limb positioning

with sufficient hip margins during double stance [11, 13].

Therefore, most of the ‘‘falls’’ in the experiments

occurred when the hip was ahead of the XCoPL (Fig. 3). It

seems that it was impossible to counteract the forward

trunk flexion and the subject could not make a step quick

enough to recover. This mechanism may explain the dur-

ing-step and the after-step fall mechanisms described pre-

viously [10]. In the first case, the during-step fall, the GRF

position makes it impossible to counteract the forward-

falling flexion of the trunk during the recovery step. In the

second case, the after-step fall, the forward flexion of the

trunk has been delayed by accelerating forwardly the hip

joint with the application of antero-posterior GRF. How-

ever, these GRF accelerate forward the COM and the

subsequent step must be quicker to allow a proper place-

ment of the GRF application point (CoP). This mechanism

would explain why the fallers who were walking faster and

had slower steps fell significantly more frequently ‘‘during

step’’. Slower walking patients would have some margin to

accelerate the hip forward generating a trunk extension

moment to arrest the trunk flexion after the trip, but if the

subsequent step was not quick enough they would have an

‘‘after-step fall’’ [10]. The body tilt angle discriminated

between falls and recoveries in a group of elderly people

performing lowering strategies [11]. The body tilt angle

seems to be a good predictor of the recovery success and is

highly correlated with the step velocity (Fig. 4), under-

scoring the importance of the step speed to avoid falling.
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4.2 Configuration of the body at the end of the swing

phase

During the double-stance phase of normal gait, the hip is

always between both CoP (Fig. 3). This configuration

allows controlling the trunk moments without accelerating

the COM in the A-P direction [13]. The largest GRF com-

ponent is the vertical one and it contributes to the hip

moment multiplied by the hip margins (Fig. 3). In addition,

the weight transfer from the trailing to the leading limb and

the horizontal forces will characterize the possible moments

to control the trunk. Therefore, it is possible to define dif-

ferent configurations during the recovery double stance:

– Inverted double stance: the weight-accepting limb

(leading, left) is behind the limb that is being unloaded

(trailing) and the hip, xCoPL B xhip \ xCoPR. In Fig. 3, it

is the region above the dashed line.

– False double stance: the hip is ahead of the stance limb

xhip [ xCoPL, xCoPR. Although both legs are on the

ground, the ability to control the trunk is as constrained

as during the single stance phase. In Fig. 3, it is the

region of negative hip positions with respect to XCoPR.

None of these configurations allows a complete control

of the trunk moments, except if it would be possible to

apply pull forces from the ground, as if the feet were glued

to the floor. Figure 3 shows that all the cases of inverted

double stance resulted in a fall.

The recovery from a false double stance can be achieved

by the application of horizontal ground reaction forces.

When both CoP are behind the hip, there is a net positive

A-P GRF that contributes to the trunk extension (Eq. 2)

accelerating the hip joint and the body COM (Eq. 1). The

key point was to ensure that the next step would be quick

enough to overtake the hip and provide enough hip margins

to compensate the forward flexion of the trunk. The results

presented here suggest that the ability to perform a quick

step after stumbling to place the leading foot CoP ahead of

the hip represents a limitation to a successful recovery.

4.3 Is the maximal step speed a limitation to recover?

It appears that one of the goals is to control the trunk

forward movement and the model indicates that a neces-

sary condition to accomplish this goal is an adequate feet

placement. A similar mechanism based on the control of

step length was described to control the stability of a biped

walking robot [9].

The results presented here suggest that the maximal

walking speed of a person at risk of falling should be

limited by the maximal step speed to recover from the

perturbation. Therefore, a measure of the ability to recover

from a stumble could be based on the ability to perform

quick steps with respect to the walking speed. In this

respect, a large-scale clinical study may determine the

falling risks in different elderly populations. In this context,

it must be taken into account that the ability to perform the

recovery reactions depends on other factors, such as neu-

romuscular or psychological factors, that are out of the

scope of this work but pave the way to further multidis-

ciplinary research. Finally, the biomechanical model pre-

sented here may be useful in pointing at the relevant

variables and providing a basis to interpret the data.

5 Conclusions

This model and experimental results underscore the

important role of feet placement and the horizontal antero-

posterior GRF to control gait stability and recover from

perturbations. During normal walking we use sufficient hip

margins, the intervention of the horizontal GRF is minor

and they hardly affect the COM accelerations. When a

perturbation occurs and a lowering or delayed lowering

strategy emerges, the hip margins are reduced (Fig. 3), the

body tilt increases and the resultant GRF comes into play to

stabilize the trunk. As shown in Fig. 5, there is a linear

relation between the hip margins and the horizontal GRF.

These results confirm the functional behavior described by

the model (Eq. 2) to control the trunk movement.
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